Fan System Efficiency - the problem and solution
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Europe today; ecodesign and energy reduction of fan systems
• 46,800 GWh saved
• > ⅓ of fans removed from the
market
• stimulated innovation
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The Problem – a system efficiency metric
Pressure from stakeholders
• At the Consultation Forum of the review of (EU)
327/2011 the Consultant criticised fan manufacturers
stating ‘there has been no major developments in the
metric underlying that regulation’
• Table 1 of IEC 61800-9-1 states it is the responsibility of
ISO TC117 (fans) to develop an Energy Efficiency Index

What are;
•
•
•
•
•

A System Metric?
Extended Product?
EEI?
Part Load?
Partial Load?

• European Commission Mandate M/500 requests CEN to
develop ‘system efficiency metrics in a second phase’
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The Problem – a system efficiency metric

illustration of a fan system – fan driven by motor – adapted from IEC 61800-9-1

illustration of fan system – exploded view of fan driven by motor
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The Problem – a system efficiency metric
A fan System, an Extended
Product, a Driven Fan
consisting of at least an
impeller, stator and motor

• An Extended Product (EP) is defined in IEC
61800-9-1 as driven equipment together
with its connected motor system
• IEC 119 combines the terms System and
Extended Product and discusses a System
Approach and Extended Product
Approach
• IEC 61800-9-1 defines an Extended
Product Approach as a methodology to
determine the Energy Efficiency Index
(EEI) of the extended product

A Refrigeration System
A Condensing Unit

A Cooling Unit
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The Problem – a system efficiency metric
• EN 17038 Pumps defines an EEI as the ratio
between P1,avg and P1,ref where P1,avg is defined
as the power input weighted by the load
profile
• This sets an assumption that a System
Efficiency Metric is an Extended Product
Approach that requires a EEI that is based on
the power input of a few operating points
weighted by a load profile
• IEC 61800-9-1 states that it is the
responsibility of ISO TC117 to develop and EEI
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The Problem – a system efficiency metric
One distinct fan can be used in many applications and operating modes
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The Problem – a system efficiency metric
How can 4 Partial Load
operating points
describe the new
development has
higher efficiency and a
much wider operating
range?
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The Solution – clear definition of terms and standardised product information
• The European Ventilation Industry Association (EVIA) positions;
• An EEI is wrong for the fans and the optimum application of fans
• It may be suitable for other industries and applications using fans

• Retain Minimum Efficiency Limit (MEL) based on peak efficiency
• Direct measurement of fans can only be used in regulation
• Calculation cannot be used until there are standardised methods of determining the losses
of all components of the fan
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The Solution – clear definition of terms and standardised product information
• The EVIA proposes revised and new definitions for;
•
•
•
•

Extended Product
Extended Product Approach
Partial-Load
System Efficiency Metric
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The Solution – clear definition of terms and standardised product information
Product Information for better informed decisions
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The Solution – clear definition of terms and standardised product information
Product Information
for better informed
decisions
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The Solution – clear definition of terms and standardised product information
Proposals;
• Series produced fans, fixed speed;
• Performance curve at the inherent speed
• The number of test points define in ISO 5801

• Series products fans, with integrated VSD or designed
for use with VSD;
• Minimum of three characteristic curves
• One at the stated inherent speed
• One at the recommended minimum speed
• Plus an additional one between the two
• The number of test points for each curve as define in ISO 5801

• Different measures for Industrial fans, Jet Fans and
large Circulating fans
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In conclusion
• EU regulation 327/2011 is for a Fan System and has transformed the market; removed the least
efficient fans, stimulated innovation, and reduced energy consumption
• There is pressure for change, but there is confusion of System, Extended Product, Part-Load…
• An Energy Efficiency Index (EEI) for fans would be a backward step
• Keep what works – a Minimum Efficiency Limit based on peak efficiency
• The solution is here today – reputable fan manufacturers already provide the necessary
information for those that want to listen.
• What is missing is a standardised approach to implement regulated Product Information in a fair,
efficient and effective way
• EVIA is working toward that goal
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The European Ventilation Industry Association
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Thank you
Geoff Lockwood – Chair of the Fan Working Group
European Ventilation Industry Association
Avenues des Arts 46 - 1000 Brussels, Belgium
https://www.evia.eu/
geoff.lockwood@uk.ebmpapst.com
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